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Who is this guy?
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UX + Product Management
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Wearable Health Monitor
FDA validation testing with professionals
and home caregivers
• Usability testing
• Training
• Reporting
I was hired as a medical device consultant
to perform FDA summative testing of a
company’s first medical device.
I had to come up to speed quickly on a
complicated device that other consultants
had been working with for a year.
I participated in 22, 4-hour interviews with
medical professionals and caregivers. I
then helped create the FDA report.
The device is currently awaiting approval
by the FDA.

Abbott Merlin@Home
Hardware redesign of cardiac transmitter
• Guerrilla research (user forums)
• Affinity diagram analysis
• Proto-personas
• Workflow and competitor analysis
The customer needed a hardware update
to keep up with their competition. The
project had no budget or time for research
or for a significant redesign.
To show what research could do, I
gathered thousands of comments from
PacerMaker Club, an online forum for
pacemaker, ICD, and CRD recipients. I
then led an affinity mapping exercise with
engineers, designers, and management,
and prepared a client workshop.
The resulting themes became the
industrial design language and redirected
the customer’s project direction.

Zoll Medical ePCR
Refresh and improve the legacy product
• Design system
• Subject matter expert (SME) review
• Interactive prototype (Axure)
Zoll was losing customers to competitors,
while their new electronic Patient Care
Record (ePCR) product was delayed. The
legacy product needed a refresh quickly,
without research or a significant redesign.
I used my 16 years of experience as an
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT-B)
to tweak the design. I also created an
interactive prototype using a new design
system, and coordinated daily with
product management and development.
The refreshed legacy ePCR product was
completed with 6 months.

Level 3 Customer Portal
Improved customer lifecycle experience
• In-field interviews
• Personas
• Interactive prototypes (Axure)
• Product specification (Rally)
Despite frequent portal updates, few
customers were using the portal, and their
feedback was going unnoticed.
I unified research, and updated
management monthly. I added access for
sales partners, and added bulk-quoting
and new products such as security.
The number of portal users doubled to
150k – 40% of all customers. Product
sales increased and customer support
calls dropped. I received an award from
the VP of Partner Sales for increasing his
2500 partner, $1B sales channel.

Level 3 Portal – Quoting
Rallied and organized team
• Project Management
• Interactive prototypes (Axure)
• Product specification (Rally)
Despite frequent portal updates, few
customers were using the portal, and their
feedback was going unnoticed.
I unified research, and updated
management monthly. I added access for
sales partners, and added bulk-quoting
and new products such as security.
The number of portal users doubled to
150k – 40% of all customers. Product
sales increased and customer support
calls dropped. I received an award from
the VP of Partner Sales for increasing his
2500 partner, $1B sales channel.

McKesson Plan of Care
Simplify the software used by hospital
nurses to create the patient ‘game plan’
• Contextual inquiry (three hospitals)
• Workflow
• Interactive prototype
• Design patterns
Customers complained that the software
didn’t fit their work and was much different
than other software that they used. The
analysts and designers didn’t know where
to start.
I led a multi-disciplinary team visit to three
Portland hospitals – creating the protocol,
leading the visits, and compiling the
results into workflows and design
patterns. I then created an interactive
prototype for their Plan of Care product.
The design was rolled out to hundreds of
hospitals.

Medtronic StealthStation
Unified interface for importing and
exporting patient files (DICOM)
• Interactive prototype
• Field interviews and testing
• Product Use Analysis (Task Analysis)
• Product Design V&V Protocol
• Product Design V&V Report
Due to acquisitions, Medtronic had seven
different workflows for importing files. I
had three months to learn the brain
surgery workflow in seven products, and
design, test, and document a solution.
The unified data entry design was added
to a dozen Medtronic products, reducing
medical errors and product complexity. I
was offered a year extension to my
contract.

Philips Audio Jacket
Tested first wearable electronics product
• “The clothes are so much more
important than the technology.”
• Focus groups (NYC, Chicago)
• Contextual interviews
• Strategy and competitive research
Philips wanted to expand their brand
beyond low-margin electronics. They
created a working ‘audio jacket’ prototype,
but needed help testing it with customers.
My research demonstrated the jacket’s
feasibility and desirability, while pointing
out issues of price, theft, and bulk.
The result was the first wearable
electronics product on the market – the
Levi’s ICD+ Jacket – and a partnership
with Nike to create the first Nike Heart
Rate Monitor.

Louisville Fire Pre-plans
A system for firefighters to document
building hazards
• Interviews
• Training
• Working system
I was a volunteer firefighter for 14 years,
and am now an elected member of their
Board of Directors. Our pre-plans were 15
years out of date and hard to access (on
paper). But there was no budget to buy a
solution.
I created an electronic form for gathering
the information, trained career staff to use
it, and input the data for over 200
buildings.
The system is still in use after 10 years,
protecting 100 firefighters, 500 buildings,
and 25000 residents.

Confio AlarmVM
Defining key second product for startup
• Conference intercepts
• Interactive prototype (Axure)
• Product specification
• Sales playbook
The company founder had an idea for a
second product, and wanted to define,
test, and release it quickly.
Working with the founder and
engineering, I created a prototype and
tested it at trade shows. Users felt the
product didn’t fit the company, and
there was strong competition. I advised
against continuing the project.
The resulting product was released but
had poor sales. The company was
acquired 18 months later.

IBM Production Printer
Improving beta based on field observation
• Document workflow
• Define next-gen requirements
• Design production interface
One way to quickly come up to speed on
any product or industry is to immediately
go into the field and visit several
customers.
When I started at IBM, I visited three beta
customers of their latest product inkjet
printer – Japan, Canada, and the United
States.
Besides getting me up to speed, these
quick visits revealed low-hanging fruit –
product problems and unexpected
workflows that development could quickly
address.

Louisville Fire Elections
Citizen engagement, Board accountability
• Networking
• Secondary research
• Executive presentations
Special Districts control more money than
local governments yet have little
oversight. Elections are often cancelled,
and 1% voter turnout is common.
The Board was reluctant to spend an
additional $10k (0.1% budget) for mail-in
elections.
I formed a committee with another Board
member, approached Boulder County
about a less expensive, coordinated
election, and invited 20 other districts to
participate. I listened to the County’s
issues and networked with the County
Clerk and the County Commissioner to
solve them over a year.
This project is in progress.

